Abstract: Obtaining a compact representation of a large-size datapoint map built by mapper robots is a critical issue for recent SLAM applications. This "map compression" problem is explored from a novel perspective of dictionarybased map compression in the paper. The primary contribution of the paper is proposal of an incremental scheme for simultaneous mapping and map-compression applications. An incremental map compressor is presented by employing a modified RANSAC map-matching scheme as well as the compact projection technique. Experiments show promising results in terms of compression speed, compactness of data and structure, as well as an application to the compression distance.
INTRODUCTION
Obtaining a compact representation of a large-size datapoint map built by mapper robots is a critical issue for recent SLAM applications. This "map compression" problem has been approached from a novel perspective of dictionary-based data compression in our study [1] . Applications of a map compressor range from memoryintensive large-size map building [2] - [4] to lightweight information sharing in a robotic sensor network [5] - [7] . Another line of applications is Kolmogorov complexity, as a universal similarity metric (e.g. compression distance [8] ) between any two maps [1] , in the context of information retrieval [9] , semantic labeling [10] , as well as similarity clustering [11] . In the current paper, an incremental scheme for the dictionary-based map compression is presented in order to facilitate the incremental mapping (SLAM) applications.
In the field of data compression, dictionary-based compression is one of standard approaches. Its basic idea is to replace patterns appearing in the data with reference to patterns in a dictionary. For instance, text compression is a process of replacing repetitive patterns (words) with reference to words in a given dictionary. In general, the dictionary of repetitive patterns is given in advance for general purpose compressor or learned on-the-fly from a given training data (patterns). Given such a dictionary, patterns in the input data are replaced by the reference to the corresponding patterns in the dictionary. Dictionary learning and pattern matching are two essential tasks for dictionary-based data compression.
In [1] , the problem of batch map compression has been approached from the viewpoint of dictionary-based data compression [12] . The dictionary learning is formulated as a recursive process of finding repetitive patterns appearing in input maps by employing modified RANSAC map-matching algorithms [13] . The main focus of the SICE Annual Conference 2011 September 13-18, 2011 , Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan study was on speed of map compression algorithms as well as compactness of compressed representations. On the other hand, a main limitation of the previous approach is the batch assumption it relies on. It was assumed that the mapping task has been completed prior to the mapcompression task. Such an assumption is violated in the case of SLAM applications, where the map should be incrementally compressed even during the map building task. The problem of incremental compression (while simultaneously building the map) is challenging due to two requirements: (1) incrementality of map compressor's structure and data, and (2) space/time efficiency of map compression algorithm.
Based on the consideration, this paper focuses on the problem of incremental map compression. Let us simply model a map as a sequence of submaps, each is a 2D pointset map built by a mapper robot during a SLAM task [14] . Let us consider a parallel setting, splitting the SLAM and the map-compression (the mapmatching) processed in parallel [15] . Our incremental map compression task is formulated as the problem of obtaining a compact representation C(O t ) of latest submap O t at time t, given a sequence of compressed
Compactness is evaluated in terms of compression ratio
, the ratio of datasize between before and after the compression. Our incremental map compressor C(·) is composed of two independent building blocks. One is an incremental scheme for data structure and algorithm employing RANSAC map-matching. Another key building block is a visual search which has now become a standard tool for accelerating a SLAM module [3] , i.e. saves data and structure by reusing such an existing module. We employ the recently developed, compact projection technique [16] with hashing structure as an incremental and compact method for visual search. As a central contribution, we focus on
• speed of compression algorithm • compactness of data and structure in order to facilitate the advanced SLAM applications. Effectiveness of the techniques are evaluated in experiments using radish dataset [17] . An application of the map compressor to incremental estimation of the compression distance [8] is also demonstrated. Improving the compression performance of a map compressor gives more accurate estimate of the compression distance.
MAP COMPRESSION APPROACH
This section explains the map compression approach (Fig. 2) . 2.1 reviews the batch map compression task addressed in [1] . 2.2 presents the incremental scheme. 2.3 develops an incremental compressor employing the modified RANSAC map-matching and the compact projection techniques.
Map Compression Task [1]
As aforementioned, map matching is a basic building block of a dictionary-based map compressor. A map 
More formally, for each 2D point P A i in A, there exists a counterpart point P B j in B that satisfies |P B j − P A i T | 2 < ε, where ε is a preset threshold. For clarity, homogeneous matrix expression is used for datapoints P A i , P B j and transformation T . Datapoints in A (or B) are not distinguished from one another, and in such a case, there is no need to memorize the identifier i (or j) of each datapoint. The threshold ε is called spatial resolution of a map-matcher and impacts the spatial accuracy of a map compressor. In implementation, ε = 0.1m.
Based on the above terminology, ⟨B, L ′ , R ′ ⟩ is viewed as a compressed representation of the input ⟨L, R⟩ given T . Firstly, the datasize is smaller in former than in latter:
Secondly, each point P A i in A can be recovered from a point P B j in B given T :
The mappair L, R input to a map matching process can be either two different maps or two identical maps. In the latter case, trivial transformations with nearly zero rotation and zero translation are not considered as candidates of the best transformation.
The batch map compression task ( Fig.2a) begins by initializing a set of patterns called "pattern dictionary" D using the original map O as an element pattern, then repeats the map-matching process until the computation time is exhausted. Each k-th map matching process takes maps L, R from the dictionary D as input and searches the transformation T k as well as patterns
Note that the variables, the pattern dictionary D with the transformations Y can be viewed as a compressed representation of the original map O.
Incremental Scheme
Now, we turn to how to implement the above compressor using incremental data and structure. Given a transformation T k output by a map matching process, each corresponding point pair P A i , P B j is viewed as an approximation
Given a sequence of transformations T 1 ···T k , we obtain a length k sequence of approximated datapoints
Exploiting this, we can represent a length k + 1 sequence of datapoints in a compact form (S P), using a base point P and a length k symbol sequence called compression trajectory
given a set of transformations 
It is straightforward to implement the above expression using an incremental data structure, e.g. a list structure. Also, the pointset in an original input map O is represented in such an incremental compressed form:
The expressions X,Y can be further compressed by a general purpose compressor exploiting redundancy. In current implementation, gzip compressor is used.
Since each pattern M in the dictionary represents l M k M datapoints, there is a relationship:
According to the relationship, high compression ratio is expected when l M , k M per pattern are large. This point will be taken into consideration for the map compressor.
Incremental Map Compressor
This subsection presents an incremental map compressor (Fig.2) . The incremental compressor begins by initializing timestamps t = 1, k = 1, and initializing the variable Z with an empty pointset X = / 0 and an empty transformation set Y = / 0. Every time a new submap O t arrives, the compressor inserts the corresponding pattern M t to X X ← X ∪ M t (13) and repeats the following k-th step until the computation time is exhausted: 1. Perform map-matching using two identical maps X, X as input and a transformation T k as output. 2. Search a set of correspondence ⟨P B j , P A i ⟩ and a transformation T k , as shown in eqn. (6). 3. Insert T k to the transformation set Y .
For each corresponding point-pair ⟨P
(15) then remove the datapoint P B j from X. In (15) , '+' is an operation of appending two symbol sequences. The update (14) guarantees the approximation error being free from error accumulation.
Speeding up the map-matching process is a key requirement for efficient map compression. In the following, two strategies for map-matching, RANSAC map matching and the compact projection visual search are explained.
RANSAC map-matching
Map-matching process aims to take a pair of maps as input and search a best transformation (rotation, translation) by which one map maximally overlaps with the other map. RANSAC map matching repeats the following steps (generation and evaluation of hypotheses) until the computation time is exhausted [18] 1. Randomly sample a small subset X ′ ⊂ X and generate a hypothesis T m of the transformation. 2. Compute the score o = ∑ P n ∈X ω(T m , P n ) by counting the number of overlapped datapoints between mappair. When the process finishes, the hypothesis with highest score value is output as the best transformation. In implementation, the score function ω(T, P) returns 1 iff there exists a matching counterpart P ′ in X which satisfies a matching condition |PT − P ′ | < ε or 0 otherwise.
To speed up the RANSAC map-matching, preemption scheme [19] is also introduced. The preemption scheme (preemptive RANSAC) aims at better allocation of resources for each point-hypothesis pair (T, P), taking into account the tradeoff between diversification and intensification in the search. We employ so-called preemptive breadth-first rule which has been successful in robotic mapping and localization applications [13] [20] [21] . This strategy employs a decreasing preemption function ρ(n). At the initialization stage, it randomly permutes the input datapoints 1, ·· ·, ξ and hypotheses 1, ·· ·, η, and initializes the score of each m-th hypothesis o m = 0 (1 ≤ m ≤ η). Then, it iterates the following n-th step (1 ≤ n ≤ ξ ) until there remains only one active hypothesis.
For each hypothesis
Reorder the hypothesis ids so that the range 1, ·· ·, ρ(n) contains the best ρ(n) active hypotheses according to the accumulated score o m . The preemption function is in the form:
where ⌊·⌋ denotes downward truncation and β is a preset constant called "block size". Since the size of hypothesis set reduces to the half every β -th iteration, the algorithm is approximately O(β η) time cost.
Visual Search
The visual search aims at searching repetitive patterns using the local feature descriptor (signature) as a cue. Incrementality and compactness of visual search are two basic requirements for the simultaneous mapping and map-compression applications. Incrementality is a requirement that insertion or deletion of a database element incorporating latest measurement should be performed at a constant cost. We are based on a hash table as a basis of the database structure. Unlike other structures such as trees, a hash table is essentially an incremental structure. For instance, locality sensitive hashing (LSH) which exploits the distance preserving properties of random projections was successful in SLAM applications [20] - [21] . Compactness is a requirement that the indexing structure should be compact. We employ the compact projection (CP) technique with binary signatures. Compared with LSH which consumes significant amount of memory, CP achieves 2-3 orders of magnitude lower space cost [16] .
Indexing and query of the compact projection database is a fully incremental process. Let {x i } denote a size n set of d-dim signature vectors. R denote a k × d random projection matrix. Each element of R is an independent sample from a standard normal distribution. The compact projection maps a k-dim signature vector x i to a d-bit compact binary code:
where the function σ (v)(∈ {0, 1}) quantizes the projections according to their signs, -or +. The indexing process maps a signature to a binary code by (17) and inserts the signature to a hash table using the binary code as index. The query process also maps a query signature x Q to a binary code y Q and then selects from the hash table a set of signatures whose codes have smallest Hamming distance from y Q . In implementation, we use shape context descriptor which has been used for SLAM applications [20] - [21] . In detail, a polar grid with a radius χ with 16 rings and 16 wedges centered at a given interest point is imposed and 16x16=256 dim histogram is computed by counting the number of datapoints falling into each grid cell, and then the histogram is L1 normalized and output as a 256 dim signature vector. The map-matcher performs one query for every hypothesis generation. In detail, one is randomly sampled from signatures within a radius α-bit Hamming ball output by the compact projection database, and is used as a basis for hypothesis generation.
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed approach is evaluated in terms of compression speed, compression ratio, parameter sensitivity, performance comparison with batch scheme [1] , as well as the compression distance application [23] . A length 24 sequence of submaps are generated from 7 datasets "albert", "fr101", "fr079", "kwing1", "claxton2", "abuilding" and "run1", each is a sequence of ego-motion and laser range measurements. In detail, each dataset is divided into a set of length γ = 1000 measurements and the rest. The result is a 24 small datasets. Then, each of the 24 small datasets is scan matched into a datapoint map. The result is a length 24 sequence of submaps and is used as input to the incremental map compressor. To evaluate compression performance (datasize, compression ratio), a gzip compressor is employed as a tool to estimate datasize of an original map as well as its compressed representation. The origins of the 7 maps are far apart from 
Snapshots
Shown in Fig.1 is an example of incremental map compression task. A set of compression trajectories is incrementally built as the mapping task goes on. Global and local repetitive patterns are found both in the same environment and in different environments. Overall, the incremental compression result is stable, as shown in Fig.4 . Fig.5 shows some statistics of patterns in terms of size of pointset as well as length of compression trajectory. Fig.6 shows the compression performance of the incremental map compressor for four different map-matching strategies, naive RANSAC map-matching ("naive"), preemptive RANSAC map-matching ("P"), compact projection ("CP"), and the combination ("P+CP"), for 10 different sizes of hypothesis set η. One can see that two strategies using the compact projection visual search ("CP", "P+CP") outperform the other two. They reach compression ratio around 0.5 when η (the number of hypotheses per update) is set larger than 20. The performance gain of the two strategies (over "P", "naive") becomes small when large amount of resources (i.e. η) is spent.
Compression Performance

Local Feature Size
In general, local feature size impacts retrieval performance of the visual search as well as overall performance of the map compressor. In our case, the size is controlled by the radius χ[m] of the polar grid. Fig.7 summarizes the compression performance for P+CP and for CP using 5 different radius χ of polar grid. One can see that the performance is maximized when χ is 8. Overall, better performance is observed when CP is used than when it is not. Fig.8 summarizes the time efficiency for RANSAC map-matching. As also demonstrated in [20] , the time cost for RANSAC map-matching is approximately linear to the number of point hypothesis pairs. Overall, the time cost is lower when preemption RANSAC is used than when it is not. quality of hypotheses generated at the hypothesis generation stage. In Fig.9 , we evaluate the quality of each hypothesis in terms of the map-matching score assigned by the RANSAC map-matcher. One can see that the quality is clearly improved when CP is used than when it is not.
Effect of RANSAC map-matching
Effect of compact projection
Map Compression Cost
Fig .10 reports the time cost for incremental map compression tasks. In general, the map compression cost at each time t is linear to the number of datapoints in latest X. An advantage of an incremental scheme is the ability of amortizing the computational cost over the period of map building task. Fig.11 reports a comparison between the incremental scheme and a batch scheme presented in [1] . For fair comparison, total of the amortized costs [sec] for the incremental scheme is compared against the total cost for the batch scheme. One can see that compression performance of our fully incremental scheme is comparable to the batch one.
Incremental vs. Batch
Incremental Estimation of NCD
Application to normalized compression distance (NCD) is also demonstrated. As described in [1] , NCD between mappair ⟨x, y⟩ is obtained by
Here, 'xy' denote concatenation of a mappair, an operation of merging the two pointsets ⟨x, y⟩ locating one's origin far apart from the other's. K z denote the compressed representation of a given map z. With the incremental compressor, incremental estimation of NCD is successful as illustrated in Fig.12 .
CONCLUSIONS
The primary contribution of this paper is proposal of an incremental scheme for the dictionary-based map compression approach. An incremental map compressor is developed by employing the modified RANSAC mapmatching and the CP visual search. Experiments show promising results in terms of incrementality, compression ratio and speed, comparison against batch scheme as well as an application to the compression distance. The proposed dictionary-based approach is orthogonal to many other compression schemes including Huffman coding or run-length coding as well as other approximation sparse coding schemes. Combining the orthogonal approaches would further improve the compression performance of our approach. Comparison between a strategy with CP ("P+CP") and a strategy without CP ("P"). The strategy "P+CP" is investigated for several different settings of the parameters χ and α (0bit, 1bit or 2bit). For clarity, hypotheses are aligned in the ascending order of their scores. The right figure is a closeup of the left figure. (c) Fig. 12 Incremental estimation of NCD. NCD between mappairs is incrementally estimated while simultaneously building the map. The map x t (t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) is incrementally built by incorporating the five submaps from "albert", as shown in Fig.a . The estimate NCD(x t , y) of NCD between latest map x t and each database map y ("abuilding", "claxton2", "fr079", "fr101", "kwing1", "run1") is incrementally updated at each time t, as shown in 
